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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the equipment which carries out record playback of the signal

which changes the video signal of the subtitle data contained in teletext broadcast, and which was equipment

[ the signal ] and changed at record media, such as a magnetic tape.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] There is the approach of changing into a multiple-value level code as one of the

approaches of changing into the data which can carry out record playback of all the data of teletext broadcast,

and it is indicated by JP,10-13786,A at the detail. A means to encode data at the vertical-retrace-line period of a

video signal, and to record on a record medium on the other hand is indicated by JP,8-32922,A at the detail.

Moreover, generally about the closed caption format, it is widely known by EIA-608.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] even if the frequency band of the teletext signal containing subtitle

data is generally higher than the image transcription playback frequency band ofVTR and it records subtitle

data on the magnetic tape which is one of the record media with the HARASHIN number as stated to JP,10-

13786,A dependability ~ reproducing highly is impossible. For this reason, even if it could see the title by the

subtitle, with the magnetic tape which recorded broadcast, there was a problem that it could not indicate by the

title during broadcast.

[0004] Moreover, by the approach by JP,10-13786,A etc., the method of changing data is special and it is not

the format with the compatibility for which the changed data are generally used. Therefore, there was a problem

that it was unreproducible unless it is equipment which recorded the subtitle.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, the video-signal inverter of

this invention is characterized by having a decoding means to decode the teletext data on which the video signal

was overlapped, a data-conversion means to change into a closed caption format the teletext data decoded by
this decoding means, and an encoding means to superimpose the teletext data changed by this data-conversion

means on the vertical-retrace-line period of a video signal.

[0006] Moreover, the video-signal record regenerative apparatus of this invention is characterized by having the

record playback means which carries out record playback of the video signal superimposed on teletext data by
this encoding means at a record medium in addition to the description of the above-mentioned video-signal

inverter.

[0007]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the operation gestalt of this invention is explained using a drawing.

[0008] Drawing 1 is the internal-block Fig. of one example of the magnetic recorder and reproducing device

which applied this invention. This example extracts the subtitle data which are title broadcast from teletext

broadcast, performs the superposition to the vertical-retrace-line period of the video signal after conversion to a

closed caption format, and performs a title display using an output and record to a record medium (an example
magnetic tape), and data after changing into a closed caption format further out of equipment

[ signal / that ].

[0009] Moreover, drawing 2 is drawing showing a format of the information signal on which the general

drawing of a vertical-retrace-line period and there are overlapped about the data signal in drawing 1 .

[0010] It is inputted from a tuner 1 or an external image input, it becomes irregular by the video-signal

processing circuit 2, and the record signal at the time of an image transcription is recorded on a magnetic tape.



In that case, by the encoding circuit 3, as shown in drawing 2 , according to a closed caption format, data are

written in the vertical-retrace-line period of a video signal. A of drawing 2 is the general drawing of the vertical-

retrace-line period of a video signal here, and the data according to a closed caption format are superimposed by

Rhine 21 when a video signal is an NTSC format. Moreover, Rhine 22 is overlapped when a video signal is a

PAL format.

[001 1] C of drawing 2 showed the signal by closed format, and consists of clock and data 16bit. A clock

frequency is as low as about 500kHz, is in the frequency band which can record home use VTR, and can fully

perform record and playback.

[0012] On the other hand, a system controller Q specifies thp teletextgage by which the subtitle data which are

title broadcast are inserted in the teletext decoder 20 . Since this teletext page generally changes with

broadcasting stations , it is necessary to make the presetting memory tz the frequency for each broadcasting

station reception etc? is remembered to be memorize beforehand the teletext page in which the subtitle data of

each broadcasting station are inserted. In order to make the teletexfpageTrfwhich subtitle data are inserted

memorize beforehand, inputting automatically is possible by scanning a manual input or allteletgxtgages

.

[0013] The subtitle data in the teletext signal extracted from the teletext decoder 20 are memorized by the

memory 4 whicfHsltoragetemporarily. Although the data transfer rate of teletext broadcast is high in

6.9375MHz/[ a second and ] as mentioned above, since subtitle data are title broadcast and it is a display for

human being to see, there is little variation of data. Therefore, it is not necessary to enlarge capacity which

memorizes subtitle data temporarily and whose note is made. The data controller 5 is sent to the order which

was having data memorized from the memory 4 which memorized subtitle data at the data-conversion section

21. The incorporated data of a subtitle are changed into the data based on a closed caption format in the data-

conversion section 21.

[0014] Drawing 3 is a part of example corresponding to a code by the subtitle data based on a teletext, and

closed caption data. After the data changed according to the regulation of such an example of correspondence

were sent to the encoding circuit 3, and 21 lines of the vertical-retrace-line period of a video signal were

overlapped in the case of the NTSC signal and they are superimposed on them by 22 lines in the case of a PAL
signal, they are recorded on a record medium by the video-signal processing circuit 2.

[0015] The data controller 5 superimposes the data changed into the closed caption format on a video signal as

delivery and a title display at the closed caption display circuit 7, and displays them on a television screen at the

same time it records on a record medium.

[0016] Next, the case where the record medium (an example magnetic tape) which recorded the subtitle of a

teletext in the closed caption format as mentioned above is reproduced is explained. The record medium with

which the tape reel 17 was equipped is driven by whenever [ about 1 fixed-speed
] by the servo circuit 10 for a

magnetic tape drive, and tape drive circuit 1 1 grade. The video-signal processing circuit 2 restores to the video

signal with which it was superimposed on the closed caption signal reproduced from the record medium. The
decoding circuit 6 reads only a closed caption signal in a video signal, and the signal is sent to the data

controller 5, and is further sent to the closed caption display circuit 7 for a display. In the closed caption display

circuit 7, it superimposes on a video signal and indicates by the title.

[0017] By this example, the title display was performed to the record medium from the data after changing into

a closed format at the time of record, and the example which decodes closed caption data and performs a title

display was stated at the time of playback. On the other hand in the U.S., TV 14 inches or more is obliged to

incorporate decoding and the display circuit of closed caption data. Moreover, the equipment which decodes

closed caption data is also marketed. If the video signal which superimposed the closed caption data twisted for

being based on this example is outputted from equipment, the display of subtitle data will be attained with TV
without the title display capabilities by teletext broadcast, or commercial closed caption decoder equipment.

[0018] Although the above-mentioned example explained the magnetic tape to the example as a record medium,
it cannot be overemphasized that a magnetic disk, an optical disk, semiconductor memory, etc. are employable

as record media other than this.

[0019]

[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, the subtitle data which are the title display by teletext

broadcast can be changed into a closed caption format, and it can record/reproduce at a record medium.
Therefore, it can see any number of times by reproducing conventionally the record medium which recorded the

title display by the teletext broadcast which was able to see under broadcast by this invention. Moreover, the



product generally marketed can be used for a regenerative apparatus.

[Translation done.]


